
The Science Behind   
Color Chromatography 
Is black really black? 

So now we’ve reviewed our primary colors, and we know what each secondary color is made of, but 

what is black?  Is black a color?   

 

Some people argue that black is the absence of color, but chromatography shows us that’s incorrect.  

Black is actually the result you get when you combine all our colors together.  If you mixed red, blue, 

and yellow paint together you would get black.  Using chromatography to ‘dissect’ a black marker will 

show you all the different pigments used to make the darkest color.   

 

But what about white?  White is not considered a color.  Instead white is what you have when there 

is no color.  It is the absence of color.   

 

Sharpie Tie Dye 

Since Sharpies are permanent markers you can’t dissect their pigments using traditional 

chromatography.  You can however spread the pigments out using rubbing alcohol.  It’s a fun and less 

messy way of tie dyeing! 

 

To do it at home you will need the following materials: 

• White cotton fabric (bandana, t-shirt, scrap, etc.)                 • Cup 

• Sharpie markers        • Rubbing alcohol  

• Eye dropper         • Elastic band 

 

Place a section of your fabric over a cup and secure it with an elastic band.  Draw your color pattern 

on to that circle of fabric with your Sharpie markers.   

 

To create the tie dye effect simple drop a few droplets of rubbing alcohol onto the fabric and watch 

the colors spread.  Continue by tie dyeing other sections of your fabric.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Catch the Next Kitchen Ka-boom! 
Next Up: Saturday, June 29th 

Visit our website to see what we’re planning: 

http://berkshiremuseum.org/education/kitchen-ka-boom/ 
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What is chromatography? 

Chromatography is a laboratory technique that scientists use to separate different mixtures.  We use 

it to separate colors into their individual components.   

 

We tend to think of orange markers as orange, green markers as green, and purple markers as 

purple.  However, colors are made up of various pigments.  There are only three primary colors (red, 

yellow, and blue), which are combined to make the secondary colors (orange, green, and purple).  To 

make an orange marker you must combine red and yellow color pigments.  Color chromatography 

allows us to break down color mixtures to see the individual pigments there.   

 

We use water to start our chromatography separation.  As the water travels through the spot of 

color, made up of different pigments, it will start to take the pigments with it as it travels up the filter 

paper.  Lighter pigments will travel farther with the water, whereas heavier pigments will stop 

sooner.  The result is a range of colors, made up of different pigments. This allows us to see what 

different components are used to make different things, like markers.   

 

Capillary action 

Did you notice how the water climbed up the coffee filter when we were separating secondary 

colors?  Only the bottom of the filter was touching the water, yet the water climbed up the filter and 

through the color, continuing upward and separating the pigments.   

 

Water is seemingly able to defy the laws of gravity by flowing up the coffee 

filter.  This is due to capillary action.   

 

You are using capillary action every time you soak a liquid up with a paper 

towel.  You can see it at work in plants, as they soak up water through their 

roots and then send it throughout the plant.   

 

Although you can’t see them, tiny fibers make up the coffee filter.  Water 

molecules are attracted to each other, so they form temporary bonds and 

travel with each other.  However, the water molecules are also attracted to 

the fibers in the coffee filter.  Since the water likes to stick to itself and the 

fibers it continues to climb up the filter.  The attractive forces here are stronger  

than the pull of gravity downward.   
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